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Abstract: 

This lecture begins with a brief exploration of educational outlooks on equity and of the growing 
interest in this concept. Educational sciences today consider equity ‘in and through education’ an 
important goal/aim of schooling. However, as part of hegemonies in global educational ‘policyscapes’, 
equity also figures as a notion in whose name many measures and introduced practices find 
legitimization. What might the position of educational philosophy be concerning the educational 
engagement with equity?  I provide a merely indicative though critical answer to this question by 
mapping the so far deployed response of educational theory while also detecting a serious lack in 
conceptual work on what counts as equity.  Then I turn to my own suggestions for another possible 
educational-philosophical contribution to educational preoccupation with equity. I argue that an 
important first step should be a search for a more precise meaning of equity and a deconstruction of 
some dominant views on equity. Finally, I argue that research in equity requires an as yet non-
theorized 'discursive equity' which enables more theoretical diversity and hybridity and enriches the 
engagement with equity in, through and for political education.  
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Welcome and a short introduction by Torill Strand 
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Papastephanou 

Comments by Kristinn Hegna 

Discussion 

 

Marianna Papastephanou, University of Cyprus and University of Oslo, teaches philosophy of 
education. She is author of many topical books and papers on political philosophies of education. 

Kristinn Hegna teaches youth studies at Department of Education, University of Oslo. Her research 
interests relate to youth and adolescence, development, identity, social background and education 

Torill Strand teaches philosophy of education at Department of Education, University of Oslo. She is 
currently in charge of a Nordic study that aims to re-think ethical-political education (Bildung) in and 
for today’s societies. 

 

Extended Abstract: 

This lecture begins with a brief exploration of educational outlooks on equity and of the growing 
interest in this concept. Educational sciences today consider equity ‘in and through education’ an 
important goal/aim of schooling. They value further research in it and in kindred notions and develop 



educational discourses in which equity plays a variety of roles. Equity is often employed 
interchangeably with equality, inclusion, tolerance, social justice or diversity; or, it forms with such 
concepts strings of nouns that have justificatory and normative-prescriptive political operations. 
However, as part of hegemonies in global educational ‘policyscapes’, equity also figures as a notion in 
whose name many measures and introduced practices find legitimization.  

What might the position of educational philosophy be concerning the educational engagement with 
equity?  I provide a merely indicative though critical answer to this question by mapping the so far 
deployed response of educational theory while also detecting a serious lack in conceptual work on 
what counts as equity.  Then I turn to my own suggestions for another possible educational-
philosophical contribution to educational preoccupation with equity. I argue from a philosophical-
educational/conceptual perspective that an important first step in the relevant literature should be a 
search for a more precise meaning of equity. Unease about the terminological vagueness of equity 
may motivate us toward an exploration of diverse theories and toward a critical engagement with 
alternative approaches to this notion. Such unease may contribute to our becoming more attentive 
to a neglected issue of academic endeavor: the possibility that any empirical or philosophical 
investigation of (social, political) equity may first require discursive equity.  

With ‘discursive equity’ I theorize openness toward, and fair treatment of, diverse discourses on a 
topic. We treat worldviews, outlooks and theoretical standpoints with discursive equity when we 
take into consideration not only the discourses that enjoy social currency and secure academic 
visibility but also, and more, non-hegemonic discourses, even those originating in a remote past or 
space. Such equity has also a temporal dimension in need of exploration, as we make time for the 
unfashionable and the unknown, and we dedicate time to searching for or in it. There have been 
managerial pressures to invest our time on endeavors that most likely pay off by guaranteeing 
academic distinction and by reiterating established positions that usually go down well in academic 
contexts; such pressures may better be resisted through discursive equity as a regulative ideal. I 
argue that this enables more theoretical diversity and hybridity and enriches the engagement with 
equity in, through and for political education. 
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